Are the Bcaas/Leucine Supplementation Effects on Exercise-Induced Muscle Damage Related Immunity Response or to Hmβ?
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Abstract

Branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs), mainly leucine, have been described as potential modulators of resistance exercise-induced muscle adaptations which includes stimulation of muscle protein synthesis and attenuation of proteolysis. However, until the moment, there are no well controlled chronic studies (randomized, double-blind and placebo-controlled) in humans assessing the effects of BCAAs/leucine supplementation on muscle hypertrophy and strength. The most well documented benefits of BCAAs/leucine concerning exercise is the attenuation of muscle damage and soreness. Previous reports support the theory that BCAAs/leucine could act through innate immunity. However, recent studies have demonstrated similar effects in humans with β-hydroxy-β-methylbutyrate (HMβ) supplementation. Since HMβ is a leucine metabolite, it appears that there is a metabolic relation among BCCAs/leucine, HMβ and the attenuation of exercise-induced muscle damage.
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Background

Branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) have been described as potential modulators of the exercise-induced muscle adaptations [1]. Among their nutritional properties, BCAAs (especially leucine) have been mainly cited as stimulators of skeletal muscle protein synthesis [2] and attenuation of proteolysis [3] when combined with resistance exercise. However, there are no chronic studies in humans performed in a randomized, double-blind design and with is nitrogenous placebo assessing its effects on muscle structure (hypertrophy) and functionality (strength). Currently, the most well documented effect in humans concerning the mechanical stimuli is the attenuation of exercise-induced muscle soreness/damage and pain [4-7].

The results of BCAAs/leucine supplementation in association with exercise have been attributed to a plasmatic leucine threshold, which is ~3 mmol/ml⁻¹, and can be achieved after 2.5-3.0 grams of leucine intake [8]. Studies investigating the effects of leucine or BCAA supplementation on exercise-induced muscle damage do not have clear mechanisms elucidated. Few studies underwent the procedure of muscle biopsy in order to elucidate mechanisms by which these amino acids can alleviate pain and reduce the amount of plasma markers of muscle damage. The few available studies support the theory that leucine/BCAA could act as a potential anti-inflammatory. Our research group has published this theory previously [9] but no current consistent data in humans have tested such hypothesis. This theory does not consider the metabolite HMB as responsible for performing the positive effects on muscle damage, but considers that leucine/BCAA could act through glutamine metabolism by interactions via transamination.

In this context, recent reports have described similar effects from the intake of the leucine metabolite β-hydroxy-β-methylbutyrate (HMβ) [10,11]. As recently discussed by Molfinno et al. [12], HMβ presents nutritional properties related to repairing the exercise-induced damage of the cell membranes due to its metabolite β-hydroxy-β-methylglutaryl-CoA (HMG-CoA). Thus, it is plausible to assume that there is a relation among leucine, HMβ and HMG-CoA regarding exercise and muscle damage.

Therefore, leucine supplementation is necessary to attenuate exercise-induced muscle damage? Or is it possible to strongly achieve such effect through HMβ supplementation? The most recent evidences in humans concerning leucine and HMβ supplementation on exercise and muscle damage are presented in this communication. Therefore, the aim of this short review is to summarize the clinical effects of leucine/BCAA and HMβ in exercise-muscle damage in humans. Such data can provide evidences to verify the need of investigating the molecular mechanisms involved in each intervention in order to improve its application in the clinical practice.
Results and Discussion

We [1,9,13-15] and others [16,17] have documented the potential therapeutic and ergogenic effects of leucine on skeletal muscle metabolism and adaptations. However, these reports technically assume that leucinemia main is the limiting factor for skeletal muscle adaptation and the effects are mediated by leucine per se. According to van Koevering & Nissen [18], approximately 5% of total leucine intake is converted into HMβ. Since the leucine studies recommend a bolus intake of 2.5-3.0 g to achieve to satisfactory plasmatic threshold, it would be expected an endogenous synthesis of ~150 mg of HMβ, which is not accordingly with the daily doses recommended in the studies (3.0 to 6.0 g/day). Thus, we can assume that there are two possible explanations of leucine and HMβ in the attenuation of exercise-induced muscle damage: a) the adequate amount of a bolus of leucine intake promotes a significant increase in leucinemia that induces muscular effects that can be totally or partially mediated by the leucine through an unknown mechanism; or b) leucine intake increases the endogenous synthesis of HMβ and its metabolite HMG-CoA that promotes regeneration of the cell membranes that were damaged by the exercise. If the second possible theory has fundamental, it is conceivable to consider the need of a dose-response study with HMβ in order to evaluate the skeletal muscle sensitivity of distinct plasmatic thresholds, compositions of the supplements, and even the comparison of HMβ with leucine intake.

Table 1 presents the result of the studies in humans evaluating the effects of BCAAs/leucine and HMβ supplementation in the attenuation of the exercise-induced muscle damage.

Conclusions and Perspectives

According to the studies presented and discussed, both
BCAAs/leucine and HMβ are effective supplements in the attenuation of exercise-induced muscle damage. There are two potential explanations for the effect of BCAA/leucine in the attenuation of exercise-induced muscle damage (Figure 1): an effect dependent or independent of HMβ endogenous synthesis. If the effect is dependent on HMβ synthesis, there is a need of studies evaluating the possible dose-response effect as well as forms of administration and association with other nutrients. However, if there is a leucine effect *per se*, the interaction between leucinemia and skeletal muscle response is determinant and the cellular mechanisms should be investigated. Importantly, it has been demonstrated that the effects of HMβ can be observed in both trained and untrained subjects, which supports the fact that the training variables are the most limiting factors of HMβ effectiveness.
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